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ENGLISH 
Write down an imaginary story on the theme, child labour. 

Write down an imaginary poem on the theme, nature. 

Read newspaper daily and write down the main headlines. 

MATHS 
1. Principal of mathematical induction  

2. Complex number 

3. Learn all formula of Trigonometry function  

PHYSICS 
1. Solve all the numerical of exercise and examples of chapter 1, 2 & 3. 

BIOLOGY 
1. Solve the given assignments of chapters 1 and 2 in your register  
2. Complete all the diagrams of chapter 2  
3. Revise chapter no 1 and 2 for periodic test 1 

 



 
CHEMISTRY 

1) Prepare a pictorial chart related to chemistry on allotted topic which 

Contains  5 marks in final practical exam.  

2)  Read and solve questions of  

chapter :1- Basic concepts of chemistry  

 

 Chapter :2- Structure of atom 

 

Chapter :14- Environmental chemistry  

HISTORY 
Make a PPT/movie/documentary/project on ‘The Story of Human Evolution’.  

Your presentation must include the following: 

Hominoids and Hominids 

The evidence left behind 

Early Humans: Ways of obtaining food 

Habitation 

Making tools 

The modes of communication 

Students are encouraged to use pictures/videos/data. Collect information and 

interpret it in an interesting manner.  

 
 
 

 



 
 

INFORMATICS PRACTICE 
 

Make a Folder and Write answers of following questions: 

 

1. Write full forms of following:-                                                                                                                                                             
a. i. DVD      ii. GPU   iii  UVPROM   iv. OMR 

2. Define CPU and its parts.  
3. Write short notes on following:  

a. Flash memory 
b. Track & Sector 
c. Impact Printer and VDU 
d. Function  of software 

4. What is Primary Memory. 1 
5. Python is an interpreted language. Justify.  
6. Identify following from given devices:-                                                                                                                                                        
7. Input Devices, ii. Output Devices & iii. Memory Devices:- 

a. VDU, RAM, Scanner, MICR, COM, Cache, Speaker, TFT, Pen Drive, 
Register, Laser Printer, ROM, Touch Screen,. 

8. Difference between Keyword and Identifier. 
9. Describe the role of MICR 
10. Difference between RAM and ROM. 
11. What are operators used in Python. 

 

Do the following work according to class: 

 

X1A 

Write on A3 size sheet about Memory of Computer 

X1 B 

Write on A3 size sheet about Features of Python  

X1C 

Write on A3 size sheet about Input Devices of computer. 

X1 D 



Write on A3 size sheet about Output devices of computer 
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BUSINESS STUDIES 
General Instructions: 

1.  The holiday homework needs to be neatly done in the   School Notebook. 

1 What is Business?  
 2. Tina produces goods not for the purpose of sale but for personal  
consumption, will it be a Business activity? Why? 
 3. What is Hindu Undivided Family  ? 
4. Name the auxiliary to trade which removes the hindrance of information . 
5. Abc ltd. Is planting trees on the road side, which objective it is trying to  
achieve?  
6. What do you understand by Perpetual Succession? 
7. What are different options to expand sole proprietorship business?  
8. Name the person who keeps his identity secret from outsiders?  
9. Salman is an IAS Officer while his sister seema runs an event management co. 
Their friends Ananya is a doctor and has her own clinic (i) Identify the economic 
activities in which Salman ,Seema and Ananya are involved (ii) Distinguish 
between these economic activities on the basis ofInvestment, return, code of 
conduct and transfer of interest. 
 10. Shekhar runs a bakery as sole proprietor over the years demand for his 
customised cakes and bakery products has increased. Now, he intends to open a 
coffee shop, but is in a dilemma whether to hire a manager or enter into 
partnership. Explain the available options and guide them in right direction . 

ECONOMICS 
 

Project work : Chapter 1 and 3 of micro economics  
     Chapter 1 and 2   statistics  
 

 

 

 

  



 

ACCOUNTANCY 
General Instructions: 

1.  The holiday homework needs to be neatly done in the   School Notebook. 

2.  The formats should be made properly and neatly using pencil and scale. 

3. Working notes should be shown clearly near the solution. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Q-

1 what is the meaning of Recording in terms of money? 

Q-2 Give two examples of transactions which are not recorded in the books? Give 

reason 

Q-3 Will the following transactions be recorded in the books? Give reason 

1. A firm has received a large order to supply the goods. 

2. Owner of a firm sold his house for 50 lacs 

3. Huge losses occurred by due to strike by employees 

Q-4 Give two examples of each: 

a. fixed asset 

b. Current asset 

c. Tangible asset 

d. Intangible asset 

Q-5  Find out the financial statements of any company and study it. On the basis of 

it, answer the following questions: 

1. Name the accounts and statements which are prepared. 

2. Which system of accounting is followed for preparing these accounts? 

Explain the system. 

3. Enlist the current assets, current liabilities, Non-current assets, Non- current 

liabilities of the company. 



 

 

4. Identify the items of expenditure of the company and classify it into revenue 

and capital. 

5. Are there any outstanding expenses, prepaid expenses, income received in 

advance and accrued  

Income given in the accounts? Mention them.( choose any source newspaper or 

internet) 
 


